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Thank You Letter to Panimalar Institute of Technology, Chennai
Dear Academic Partner,
At Skyfi labs, we are working with the vision of transforming textbook geniuses into
productive engineers through practical training programs. After graduating from IIT Kanpur,
we decided to take up this venture with the dream of creating Innovative Engineers who are
capable of designing and developing great Engineering products out of India.
What we saw was that engineering students across India are getting a lot of theoretical
knowledge but are not getting any exposure to practical/ product building skills. We believe
that those skills are very much needed for India to have a great Engineering future.
Since then, we built a team (consisting of more IITians) and developed a number of Project
Based Courses and Workshops (available online and in classrooms) to help Engineering
Students develop these skills. We found like-minded investors who funded us to go ahead in
this direction and a number of faculty members who encouraged us. Through such support,
we have trained more than 100,000 students from 500+ colleges in the country till now and
we believe we are just starting. There is a lot more to do before we make any meaningful
difference.
We find our job exciting as well as challenging. We believe that this mission will be
successful only with support of faculty/ administrators like you who have similar vision. We
strongly appreciate the initiative you have taken to provide practical skills to your students by
conducting workshops and by encouraging your students to build good projects.
We thank Panimalar Institute of Technology, Chennai for their support and interests in
conducting Gesture Based Robotics workshop and we request you to keep leading your
students, college and country towards creating great Engineers.
Through such initiatives, you are leading India towards a future which creates ‘Engineers
who can Build Great Products’. A number of leaders like you can only bring the change India
needs.

Aditya Chund,
Co-Founder and CTO,
Skyfi Labs
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